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D1-EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

According to National Capital Region Planning Board (NCRPB) 2041 plan Bareilly has been identified 
as Counter Magnet Area (CMA) for future development.   

Taking fresh view of the increasing population, growing number of houses, burgeoning volume of 
vehicles and ever-escalating future framework has been framed to revisit the city’s demand in Vision 
Plan. A Vision Plan leveraging the industrial, educational, medicinal and tourism potential clean green 
domains of the city has been prepared in consonance with the principles of economy and sustainability 
as main drivers of urban growth.  
 

The total time for the preparation of the Vision Plan is set out to be completed in 20 weeks, excluding 

the time taken by the Authority in providing the requisite documents or in conveying its comments on 

the draft reports or maturation of the stakeholder consultative process. 

The scope of report structure for D1 Inception report has undergone with following parts: 

Chapter One: Introduction: Project Background; provides the background to the vision plan of city, 

Scope of work of the study and structure of report. 

Chapter Two: Study Area Profile describes the profile assessment, and overall status of the planning 

area and sectoral scope of work. 

Chapter Three: On-going project schemes and development works are undertaken in project area.  

Chapter Four: Approach and Methodology; details the scope of work, the proposed approach and 

methodology and work plan to execute the work. 

Chapter Five: Benchmarking Cities for different growth dynamic induced development project. This 

chapter also describes the infrastructure development plan and program in different states in India 

and abroad for resilient planning strategy framework.  

Chapter Six: Way Forward: presents the way forward for undertaking the project by listing the 

stakeholders name and data collection checklist.  

Stakeholder consultation forms a critical part of the vision development, and they were consulted 

and engaged at every stage of development for suggestions, review and discussions for.  

- Consultation 

- Data collection 

- Data for ongoing and existing proposals 

- Discussion of Issues and concerns 

- Review and suggestions 

Overall annexure has been appended to enlist the data collected data list, Stakeholders meeting 

summary, dates and consultation procedure with photographs, Base maps, Tables, charts, 

suggestions. 


